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Microeconomics: Theory and Applications with Calculus Value Package (includes Study Guide for Microeconomics: Theory and Applications with Calculus)Prentice Hall, 2008

	his book is a new type of intermediate macroeconomics textbook- Until now, the choice was between books that use calculus to present formal theory dryly and with few, if any, applications to the real world and books that include applications but present theory using only graphs and algebra. This book uses calcu- lus, algebra, and graphs to...
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Pro PowerShell for Database DevelopersApress, 2015

	Pro PowerShell for Database Developers helps you master PowerShell application development by continuing where other books leave off. There are no "Hello World" functions here, just real-world examples that get down to business. Develop and deploy database and ETL applications in a reusable framework. Read from any...
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Learn to Program with Minecraft: Transform Your World with the Power of PythonNo Starch Press, 2015

	You’ve bested creepers, traveled deep into caves, and maybe even gone to The End and back—but have you ever transformed a sword into a magic wand? Built a palace in the blink of an eye? Designed your own color-changing disco dance floor?

	

	In Learn to Program with Minecraft®, you’ll do all this and...
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Objective-C for Absolute Beginners: iPhone, iPad and Mac Programming Made EasyApress, 2018

	
		Learn Objective-C and its latest release, and learn how to mix Swift with it. You have a great idea for an app, but how do you bring it to fruition? With Objective-C, the universal language of iPhone, iPad, and Mac apps. 

	
		Using a hands-on approach, you'll learn how to think in programming terms, how to use...
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Maximizing ASP.NET Real World, Object-Oriented DevelopmentAddison Wesley, 2005
Using ASP.NET, you can build Web applications that deliver  unprecedented power and performance. But to make the most of ASP.NET, Web  developers need to think and work very differently from the ways they've  programmed in the past. In Maximizing ASP.NET Jeffrey Putz helps you make the  transitionand reap the rewards.

...
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Java Servlet ProgrammingO'Reilly, 1998
A few years ago, the hype surrounding applets put Java on the map as a programming language for the Web. Today, Java servlets stand poised to take Java to the next level as a Web development language. The main reason is that servlets offer a fast, powerful, portable replacement for CGI scripts. 
 
The Java Servlet API, introduced as the...
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Taming Java ThreadsApress, 2000
Learning how to write multithreaded applications is the key to taking full advantage of the Java platform. In Taming Java Threads, well-known columnist and Java expert Allen Holub provides Java programmers with the information they need to write real multithreaded programs--programs with real code. Holub provides an in-depth explanation...
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Ajax and REST Recipes: A Problem-Solution ApproachApress, 2006
Ajax and REST Recipes: A Problem-Solution Approach will serve all of your Ajax needs, by providing adaptable solutions for common tasks you'll want to implement on web sites using the next generation of Ajax and REST techniques. As a JavaScript developer, your time is precious, so you'll want to solve problems that present themselves in...
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Beginning C# 2008: From Novice to Professional, Second EditionApress, 2008
This book is for anyone who wants to write good C# code—even if you have never programmed before. Writing good code can be a challenge—there are so many options, especially in a .NET language like C#. If you want to really get the best from a programming language, you need to know which features work best in which situations and...
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Introductory Quantum OpticsCambridge University Press, 2004
Quantum optics is one of the liveliest fields in physics at present. While it has been a dominant research field for at least two decades, with much graduate activity, in the past few years it has started to impact the undergraduate curriculum. This book developed from courses we have taught to final year undergraduates and beginning graduate...
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SEO WarriorO'Reilly, 2009
I was compelled to write SEO Warrior for many reasons. Every day, thousands of sites are born in the hopes of making it big. Most of them will fail before achieving their goals. Many site owners create their sites blindly, without conducting proper research. Many site owners do not even know what search engine optimization (SEO) is and what its...
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Fundamentals of Logic Design (with Companion CD-ROM)CL-Engineering, 2009

	After studying this text, you should be able to apply switching theory to the solution of
	logic design problems.This means that you will learn both the basic theory of switching
	circuits and how to apply it. After a brief introduction, you will study Boolean algebra,
	which is the basic mathematical tool needed to analyze and synthesize...
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